EM Workgroup
Agenda Item 2e: Catch Accounting Issues

Steps & decision points needed to use EM data in catch accounting
NMFS is not yet using EM data being collected through the EM Cooperative Research Plan in catch
accounting. However, the goal during pre-implementation is make the necessary infrastructure
modifications and catch estimation programming changes to incorporate EM data into the catch
accounting system so that it is available for inseason management. EM data processing occurs at 3
locations: Pacific States Marine Fisheries Commission, Alaska Fisheries Science Center (AFSC) and
the Alaska Regional Office (AKRO). Figure 1 illustrates the data processing steps that need to occur
during each of these phases as well as the data transfer that will need to occur between these entities.
On the right-hand side of the figure, we have noted estimation decision points (in blue) and data
quality/validation decision points (in purple) that need to be taken into consideration as the data
estimation process is implemented.
In an attempt to use consistent terminology, we have defined the layers in the EM sampling hierarchy:
EM sampling terminology
•

EM Selection Pool: the vessels that meet the Council’s criteria for EM and who opt into EM. It
may be that not all vessels in the EM Selection Pool will carry cameras for all of their fishing
activity.
– EM-unobserved vessels: the vessels that are in the EM selection pool, but who are not
selected to carry EM for a time period.
– EM-observed vessels: vessels in the EM selection pool that are selected to carry EM for
a time period.
• EM-observed trip: the trips taken by EM-observed vessels where they are
carrying EM.
– EM reviewed sets: the sets within an EM-observed trip that are selected
for EM review. The number of EM reviewed sets could be all or some
portion of the sets within an EM-observed trip.
– unreviewed sets: the sets within an EM-observed trips where the video is
not reviewed. This could be because there was incomplete video for the
trip, or due to sub-selection and sampling of the sets within an EMobserved trip.
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Figure 1. Roadmap & decision points for using EM data in catch accounting.
PSMFC: Video review & data entry
• Census of all species caught and discarded on a EMreviewed sets.
• Effort logbook
• Paper log entered into database.
• Sensor data and/or elog data inserted into
database.
End result:
• Count & disposition of all species (or species group)
per reviewed set.
• Effort (number of sets, skates, & hooks per skate,
location & time of sets) for all sets in an EMobserved trip.

Data transmitted to AFSC & inserted
into NORPAC database (via
infrastructure that still needs to be
developed)
AFSC:
• Piece counts of fish are converted to weights.
• Retained/discarded calculated using disposition
data.
End result:
• Set data: record of all sets in all EM-observed trips
with lat/lon, time set & pulled, number of skates,
number of hooks
• Species composition data: Weight, count,
disposition of each species on all EM reviewed sets

Data transmitted to AKRO and inserted
into AKFISH database (via existing
infrastructure that will need to be
modified)

AKRO (observer Interface & Catch Accounting System):
• EM-reviewed sets are expanded to EM-unreviewed
sets within an EM-observed trip based information
in the effort logbook.
• Data are aggregated by post-strata (gear,
predominant species, area, etc) & expanded to EMunobserved vessels within the EM selection
stratum.
• Data are expanded to the zero selection stratum.
End Result:
• Total catch estimates for all species in EM selection
& zero selection strata.
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Estimation Decision Points:
• How to randomize sets to be reviewed?
• How many sets are reviewed per trip?

Data Quality/Validation Decision Point:
• If we don’t review all sets, can we confirm that
reviewed sets are representative of unreviewed
sets (i.e. random selection of sets). What if the
there is no video for some sets? Or what if there
is only a portion of the set that has video?
Evaluate through gap analysis.

Estimation Decision Points:
• Method to convert counts to weight?
• Expansion of EM reviewed sets: If we don’t have
a census of EM reviewed set, do we throw out
set? or expand to the rest of the set? If expand,
do we use the number of hooks per “sample” of
EM to expand to the rest of the set?

Data Quality/Validation Decision Point:
• If we are missing portions of video, how to we
validate that the remaining video is representative
(ie no bias)?
• If we use number of hooks to expand EM sample
to rest of the set, then how to validate selfreported data on number of hooks set?

Estimation Decision Points:
• On EM-observed trips, do we expand reviewed
sets to the unreviewed sets based on number of
hooks, number skates, number of sets, or landed
weight?
• Within the EM Selection Pool, do we expand
from EM-observed trips to EM-unobserved trips
based on number of hooks, number of skates,
number of sets, or landed weight?
• Do we expand EM stratum to the zero coverage
stratum?

Data Quality/Validation Decision Points:
• How to validate the self-reported effort logbook
data on the number of sets & location? Can we
use the sensor data to conduct post-hoc analysis
to verify good correlation between sensor and
self-report data on number of sets & location?
• How to validate self-reported data on number of
hooks and number of skates?
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Deriving weight from EM data
To inform the decision point about how to derive weight of fish from EM data, an analysis comparing
different approaches will be completed. We plan to use data collected during 2015 EM Cooperative
Research Plan for these comparisons. The analysis of method 1 will use data from the research and
development project. The analysis of method 2 will use data from the IPHC survey data
Method 1: Obtain length from EM and convert length to weight using standardized length/weight ratios
from observer data
Options for getting length from EM:
 Use stereo cameras mounted at the rail to get length
 Use a chute (either a graduated chute or a camera chute)
 Vessel operators hold fish in front of a “measuring board” and length is determined when the
video is reviewed (note – this approach is not currently being tested in the CRP).
Method 2: Obtain piece counts from EM and apply average weight by species to piece counts using
other sources of information.
Options for sources of information on average weights:
 AFSC observer data
o Use current year data
o Use multiple years of data
 Survey data
o Longline survey
o IPHC survey
o Trawl survey
 Results from research studies
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